
Transition Coordinator, Susan Green, Report for Annual Meeting, May 16, 2021 

A major activity since last December has been assuring that we have speakers for 

UBA each Sunday morning.   We have had amazing speakers straight from our 

Unity of Bon Air family including Jerry Alli, Gail Courville, Brent Jackson, Rev. Zita 

Correll, Rev. Joyce Fisher Pierce, Mary Curley, Amy Corsetti, Mo Regulinski, Rev. 

Alva Kershaw and of course Rev. Valorie, Cheryl Fare, and myself.  In the near 

future from our family we also have Ed Hayes and Claudia Carawan speaking.  

What amazing talent we have here!  We are blessed. 

We have also had wonderful Unity ministers come to us either via prerecordings 

or in person as well including Rev. Sandra Campbell, Rev. Vickie Bunch, Rev. 

Charline Manuel and in the weeks to come we have Rev. Shad Groverland, Rev. 

Richard Mekdeci, Rev. Michael Gott, Rev. Linda Martella-Whitsett, and Rev. 

Richard Bunch.  A powerhouse line up of great Unity ministers. 

We will continue to bring you Unity teachings and inspiration every Sunday in the 

weeks to come. 

A major part of my time has been in looking at overall church administrative 

practices and evaluating efficiencies and effectiveness.  In that light we have put 

in place a team of volunteers who are a blessing to us and are providing office 

coverage as well as assisting with many projects on which Rev. Valorie or I have 

needed help.  I am talking with staff, both paid and volunteer, to find out what is 

working well and what could be improved and implementing changes as 

appropriate. 

We got our livestream operator, Natalie Mathis, trained and in place in time for 

January 3rd and were preparing to train a group of livestream volunteers as back 

up when we learned Natalie would have to leave us.   We urgently needed to find 

another paid operator which we now have in Veronica Hayes.  Deb Thompson will 

be able to provide back up on occasion but we ideally would like 2 people to 

share the position such as Ruth and Dan do now for sound.   If you know someone 

who may be interested, refer them to me. 

In addition to the livestream position, I have worked on updating some other UBA 

position descriptions and will continue to review and update all of them to reflect 

current practices and fair compensation.  One position very critical to our day-to-



day operations is under review now and that is our office manager or 

administrative assistant position.   

I had the opportunity to collaborate with Claudia about our current music use 

licenses to review and insure they give us proper permissions and protection to 

play and to live stream other people’s music.  We were led by the wise guidance 

of Rev. Richard Mekdeci who has expertise in this, and we have purchased 

additional copyright licenses accordingly. 

To focus on our mission to live and express unconditional love and acceptance 

and to get Unity of Bon Air congregants back together again face to face to feel 

the joy of fellowship, we implemented Mission Imaginable!   Small groups began 

meeting this past week (May 12) and continue to be scheduled.  We hope that 

you will join one of these groups.  You can sign up through the eNews each week 

or contact me directly.  These meetings, during which we talk about why we love 

Unity of Bon Air,  will lead up to planning for a 10 year anniversary celebration to 

be held in 2022. 

In the months to come, I will continue to assist administratively and as liaison to 

staff and the Board so we are as operationally effective and efficient as we can be 

before a new senior minister is on board.  

Submitted joyfully and with love and gratitude for our growing, prosperous 

Unity of Bon Air community. 

~  Susan 

 


